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The days passed slowly. The years passed quickly. I knew loneliness, and
darkness, and chaos. And then…a LIGHT…a dream, a vision, the memory of a song,
vibrations within the imagination, a song of Spirits and Magic Fires; fantasy or another
dimension; another reality?
Real or not, I am moved to write of these things. So, when I speak of special things
and happenings, please allow me some space. When you must choose to accept or reject
the light I seek to pass, believe at least that I believe.

1

We stand in a space without form, a liquid land. We can see only a purple mist that
moves around us…even through us. There is no substance to our physical bodies yet we
have no fear. In the near distance, the Mystic Mountain stands like no other. It is not so
much its shape or form that makes it so unlike other mountains (although it is a most
glorious sight), but rather, it is the feeling that we have when we gaze upon it. At its
summit is a large flat circle. (Its true diameter we cannot measure. We have no sense of
perspective here.) At the center of the circle is a much smaller circle that, (we sense)
carries great importance. And, at it’s center… a crystal… and we are in wonder!
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We hear distant sound! Like a trumpet (but different)... like, but unlike. Kyrie, The
Messenger announces the Convocation of the Masters. We hear his clarion call (at first)
as though it is the mist itself, but now…it grows, crescendo poco-a-poco.
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They are the “Littles”, Spirits in transition, waiting, serving the Masters, yet not in
servitude. Soon, they are everywhere as they go about the task of clearing the mist. They
seem, somehow, in communication with the mist. There is no need to blow it away, or
push it away; it is as though they simply guide it safely to another place. We sense that
there is an understanding between these fire-forms and the mist, even a mutual regard.
The purple haze has parted now; it surrounds the mountain, yet leaves its summit
circle clear. The Littles return to the center and converge in blazing bursts of fire, burning
red and white…and it warms us. Kyrie, seeming now to stand within the fire itself, bleats
a blazing fanfare on a horn of ancient air. Six times the trumpet sounds; Six times a form
appears. (In a singular thought we wonder and know all.) We are in the presence of The
Masters, those Spirits who have reached perfection, one with the One-In-All, each
dedicated to the care and guidance of some aspect of earthly existence, tasks taken on
through unconditional Love.
4

LEAH, the Spirit of Woman arrives first, followed by SIRIUS, the Spirit of Man.
Then in order: BELLA, the Spirit of Growing Things; WYNG, the Spirit of Flying
Creatures; VOLTAG, the Spirit of Energy; and, finally. CATHBAD, the ancient Spirit of
Human Suffering.
They face one another in the circle
within the greater circle and around the lesser.
They raise hands and extend a silent greeting.

5

Leah, the Spirit of Woman now stands alone in the center. (We are taken with her
beauty of form, her grace, and the fire in her eyes.) She speaks with eloquence, yet she is
the youngest of the circle. (And, if naiveté can be perceived in purity of compassion, one
might regard the gentle Leah as naïve.)
It is of the Women of the Earth she speaks.
It is of the longing in their hearts to know
and give Love. It is of their profound
capacity to suffer.
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“White Light…White Fire,” (slowly spoken words seeming endless). “Liquid fire
will burn the love of Love into all human hearts; Sweet fire, precious, glorious, cleansing,
the return of innocence for the humankind.” Leah closes here eyes to see the EarthMother
and her daughters. She smiles, and out of her smile a butterfly appears. It flies to Earth to
grace the days of the thousand eyes,
…while the humankind wonders why.
Leah bows to the Circle in such dignity that it seems a dance, a gift to whom she
bows. Now, she moves (like air within a bubble) to a place of quiet
…to listen …and reflect.

7

Next…the woeful Cathbad, the Spirit of Human Suffering approaches the fire. (We
are overcome with grief as we look upon his face, seen clearly now as he stands – yet
bends- over the sympathetic fire.)
Cathbad, having lived many lives and
having seen the history of human suffering, now
in perfection, has – in an act of unconditional
Love – given up his right to eternal peace to
accept for the humankind, some portion of its
agony. He speaks and the anguish of the ages
echoes from a depth beyond the soul, “Look into
my face. See the human beast. To kill his kind
with peace in mind is madness, nothing more!”
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“Red Fire!”, cries Cathbad, clutching his heart. “Red Light and solid flame shall
burn the Earth to whence it came. Never more shall Earthbound Spirit suffer as do I”. A
tear escapes his ancient eye and falls to Earth, exploding in natural combustion burning
forest, field and farm
…while the humankind wonders why.
Cathbad fall into his pain again, bending and breaking under the suffering felt in
the fires of his own precious tear. The Masters gather ‘round the agony of Cathbad. They
lift him up and he stands again among them. For a time there is quiet, a time of thought.
(We feel neither patient nor impatient, an instant is an eternity within an instant.)
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Wyng, Spirit of Flying Creatures now stands in
the center, yet not as the others.

She stands

above the air-like land (in vision formed as rock
and slate to us.) Neither bird nor butterfly nor
human form, but all three in beauteous embrace
is the winged Wyng. Circling over the circle, she
speaks in a flutterfall of sounds; crystalline
tones, a flock of flocks, bird sounds, yet with
clarity and sincerity that we easily comprehend.
She speaks for the children (hers- the winged,
and ours-the human. Be they feather, fur or
human fabric, all children are one within the
Great Mystery.)
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Wyng now descends with gull-like grace to stand by the side of Leah. She speaks
in human tone, “I call upon the Love Life Light to cover Earth and sky. The white, the
white, the Sacred Light!” From the sound of her voice a small white dove appears. It
flies to Earth with a new song, and the birds hear and sing
...while the humankind wonders why.

In the silence that follows we become aware of a sound we know too well, yet have
never heard.) It is the sound of a tear falling form the eye of Bella who now takes her
place and her turn to speak.
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Bella, Spirit of Growing Things is a curious sight; her chosen form half woman, half
tree (the Earth willow must be her cousin). “I weep,” she says.

“I weep.”

(And we, trapped without a true body, ache for a tear of our own to shed for her.)
Bella now raises her branch-like arms upward
and extends to full length her hand-like leaves.
“I give the white!” Her words blossom into a
thousand flower forms of color and hue never
before caught by human eye. They fly to Earth to
seed and find root in field and city lot
...while the humankind wonders why.
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Bella takes her place close to Leah and Wyng and attention turns to Master Voltag
who waits to speak and seems to pace in angry meter. Voltag, Spirit of Pure Energy is the
wind, the lightening, all human flesh and muscle in a single convulsion.
Voltag stands in the form of man of
muscular perfection, yet he moves with catlike grace and lion-like authority. “Sweet
Bella, I grieve for the rose whose petals are
your tears, as I grieve for the children of
Wyng and the sisters of Leah.”
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Voltag looks upon the face of Cathbad and gently touches an ancient scar. “Look,
dear kindred Spirits! Look upon the history of the humankind etched into the face of our
beloved Cathbad. How can the rose continue to grow in the blood and sorrow that flows
from these sacred wounds? How can the women know and give love when the red fires
already burn within their hearts. Voltag pauses again to look upon himself in the face of
Cathbad. There he sees the eyes of Wyng, no tear to cleanse a feathered cheek. “And of
the children, precious Wyng, I too am one”, and liquid love in the form of a tear comes to
the mighty Voltag, so strong within his weeping.
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Voltag turns now to the Fire, his gaze giving life to the fire-forms alive within. He
speaks in angry dissonance, “But what will be left to the children when all the world has
gone beyond the edge?”
“I give the Red,” he thunders as he throws a pointed finger to the fire. Bright red
lightening flees his wrath and is reflected a million fold. Hurled to Earth, it brings
destruction to home and hearth, town and tomb
...while the humankind wonders why.
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The Masters now form again the circle reflecting upon the words here spoken and
the thoughts that give them substance. They are as one mind, torn in two directions, yet
with a singular purpose and singular motive, each an aspect of the Oneness.
The Masters now lean to the idea of giving, once
again, to the humankind the good and gracious
White Light, brought to them many times before
yet seen by so few in its purest form. Leah, Wyng
and Bella stand together to one ever-changing side
of the circle. Cathbad and Voltag stand to the
other. Only Sirius is left in the middle. Sirius,
Spirit of Man, perfection in form, strength of
intellect within strength of body.
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Serius speaks in measured tone, “See the bloody line of humankind as countless
hollow footsteps trod a mindless path ahead, a future with no vision like the cold and
sightless dead.”
Raising his hand in the sign of love, he speaks, “Now is all the time there is to halt
the bloody line! I give to the humankind all that I am…my eternal Love…in a song.”
There is a silence such as we have never known. We can hear our own memory.
Therein we hear a mystic melody and we are strong. It grows and lifts us up and up and
up in weightless, formless flight. It is the song of the Spirit; it is a dream of hope, joy,
peace and Love. It is a celebration of eternal truth and we celebrate our own Spirit.
Higher than the eagle dares to fly, we sail the cloudless sky. We are in free flight! We
know such joy yet ache to wake (if this be dreams) to be of breath and bone again, to
revel in the beauty of our Spirit and touch tomorrow.
17

Sirius speaks again and we sigh, “We shall send the white Light one last time on
the wings of dreams. A dreamer of songs shall we seek and we shall teach him to sing of
these dreams to all who will listen. They will sing to those who will sing again, until our
song echoes from the hearts of ten thousand times ten.
The Masters circle the circle a final time.
They speak in one voice,
“Let the Ghost Dance begin!”

18

Within the profound and thundering silence we hear again the like-the-trumpet call
of Kyrie, summoning fire-life to rhythmic cadence. The ghosts of countless human
journeys sing in cosmic consonance, and there is melody; sweet flight of tones, variation
within unity, clarity without rhetoric, words the heart can hear. Now, in an endless eternal
instant, the Fire turns to liquid light, first in tiny droplets…soon an ocean. We float and
know happiness. Breathless yet so alive, we are one within the Masters, within the
Circle, within the Love.
Leah, Bella, Cathbad, Wyng, Voltag, and Sirius embrace us, and in this act of
unconditional Love, a song is born. It flies from the center and is caught by the wind that
circles the Earth …while in the silence one human being hears and wonders why.

19

(I wonder why.)
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